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ABSTRACT
Learning-to-Rank (LTR) systems are ubiquitous in web applications nowadays. The existing literature mainly focuses on improving ranking performance by trying to generate the optimal order of candidate items. However, virtually all advanced ranking functions are not scale calibrated. For example, rankers have the freedom to add a constant to all item scores without changing their relative order. This property has resulted in several limitations in deploying advanced ranking methods in practice. On the one hand, it limits the use of effective ranking functions in important applications. For example, in ads ranking, predicted Click-Through Rate (pCTR) is used for ranking and is required to be calibrated for the downstream ads auction. This is a major reason that existing ads ranking methods use scale calibrated pointwise loss functions that may sacrifice ranking performance. On the other hand, popular ranking losses are translation-invariant. We rigorously show that, both theoretically and empirically, this property leads to training instability that may cause severe practical issues.

In this paper, we study how to perform scale calibration of deep ranking models to address the above concerns. We design three different formulations to calibrate ranking models through calibrated ranking losses. Unlike existing post-processing methods, our calibration is performed during training, which can resolve the training instability issue without any additional processing. We conduct experiments on the standard LTR benchmark datasets and one of the largest sponsored search ads dataset from Google. Our results show that our proposed calibrated ranking losses can achieve nearly optimal results in terms of both ranking quality and score scale calibration.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Learning-to-Rank (LTR), the long-established research area at the intersection of machine learning and information retrieval, aims to output a ranked list for a set of candidate documents (throughout the paper we use documents to represent web pages, ads, products, etc.) and is widely deployed in many user facing systems [19].

The learning to rank literature mainly focuses on improving ranking metrics, such as Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). The dominant setting for LTR is the so-called score-and-sort, where a scoring function is learned to score each document and a ranked list is formed by sorting documents according to the scores. Given the fact that the existing LTR literature mainly focuses on the ranking metrics, little attention has been paid to the absolute values of scores, since ranking itself is indifferent to various score transformations (e.g., adding a constant). In fact, as we show in this paper, popular pairwise and listwise ranking losses do not produce scale calibrated ranking scores. This effect, however, can limit the use of advanced ranking models in important practical applications.

For example, in sponsored search, the final presentation to users is a ranked list of ads. The vast majority of work in this domain [10, 11, 20, 33, 35] uses pointwise regression losses that produce calibrated scores. This is because calibrated pCTR is a required input for computing the cost-per-click (CPC) after ad impressions. Though advanced ranking losses may produce significantly better ranking performance, the strict business constraint prohibits their usage, potentially sacrificing user experience and other utilities such as revenue.

Besides prohibiting advanced ranking functions to be used in various important applications, the lack of constraints in score scale distribution can lead to training instability issues as the scores may keep drifting during model training. This will cause numerical failures in real-world large scale learning systems, especially under the continual learning paradigm. The problem is becoming more relevant nowadays as continual training is becoming a norm in many industrial applications [16], in order to keep up with the temporal dynamics of the contents and user behaviors.

How to calibrate the score scales of a ranking model has not been widely studied in the LTR literature, especially in the deep learning context. Existing works on calibration are mainly on classification problems, including Platt scaling [27], isotonic regression [21, 43], histogram binning and Bayesian binning [24, 42], and focal loss [22].
Calibration in classification is quite different from the problem in LTR. In classification, there is a fixed set of candidate classes, and the output scores should sum up to be probability one, where the methods are usually probabilistic and class-centric, such as addressing the over-confident predictions of certain classes. However, there is no such constraints in LTR, as the number of candidate items is not fixed, but can be arbitrary in general. Furthermore, the ranking scores may go beyond probabilities - they can represent relevance, revenue, or watch time [44]. Few works [7, 36] study the problem of calibrating ranking models. They are all post-processing methods, where a ranker is first trained, followed by a calibration stage. Besides complicating training and serving logic, post-processing methods cannot address training instability. Furthermore, existing work did not study ranking calibration for deep rankers that are ubiquitous nowadays.

We want to highlight that our scale calibration technique aims to align the scores produced by the ranking model with some external scale, for example, the predicted click-through rate of an advertisement retrieval model. We’ll use “calibration” and “scale calibration” interchangeably in the rest of the paper. Readers should not confuse it with a different field called uncertainty calibration [8, 15], where “calibration” is performed to produce confidence intervals.

In this paper, we focus on designing scale calibrated ranking losses to calibrate deep ranking models. In particular, we formalize the translation-invariant property and show that most effective ranking losses, including pairwise and listwise ones, are translation-invariant. It is the key reason that leads to uncalibrated ranking scores and training instability. We propose three different methods to calibrate ranking models through designing calibrated ranking losses that are not translation-invariant, including a multi-objective formulation, a multi-task formulation, and a novel reference-based method. All our methods directly train models that output calibrated ranking scores without post-processing, and are thus applicable to various scenarios such as continual training [25].

Our experiments are conducted on standard public LTR datasets and a sponsored search dataset from one of the world’s largest ads ranking systems at Google. Our proposed calibrated ranking losses achieve not only strong ranking quality, but also nearly optimal calibration quality, while no existing methods achieve both. More specifically, we are able to outperform the strong production baseline and fully deploy our methods in an ads ranking system. Our work removes the limitations of using advanced ranking losses in real applications such as sponsored search, as well as addressing the practical issue of training instability.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- We formalize the important problem of ranking calibration, showcasing its value in important real-world applications, which is largely ignored in the LTR literature.
- We rigorously study the cause of uncalibration for advanced ranking methods, and propose three methods that can achieve both effective ranking and calibration.
- We perform comprehensive evaluation on both public LTR benchmarks and one of the world’s largest ads ranking systems, showing the practical value of our work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work. We define the problems in Section 3 and present our proposed methods in Section 4. Our experiments are described in Section 5. We provide some discussions in Section 6 and conclude this paper in Section 7. All of our proofs can be found in Proofs at the end.

2 RELATED WORK

Learning-to-Rank (LTR) has been extensively studied in the past [19], where a scoring function is trained to minimize a ranking loss and deployed to score and sort user-facing candidate documents. The focus of LTR research has been to improve ranking metrics, with numerous advances in designing more effective loss function, from pointwise to pairwise to listwise [5, 12], and better model architectures, including support vector machines [13], gradient boosted decision trees [4, 14, 39], and neural networks [2, 3, 17, 26, 40]. Neural ranking models are already commonly deployed in many industrial applications to handle large-scale datasets and different data types [18, 32, 41], and recently achieved state-of-the-art performance on traditional LTR datasets with only numerical features [30, 31]. However, almost none of them have studied the calibration issue we discussed above, limiting their applicability in wider applications.

Calibrating model output scores has been studied more extensively for classification problems. The goal is to have a meaningful probability distribution over classes for an instance so as to inform follow-up actions [21]. Post-processing methods are commonly used, where calibration is performed after the classification model is available. Platt et al. [27] proposed a parametric approach to train a logistic model on the outputs of an SVM model, since outputs of SVM do not have probabilistic interpretations. Isotonic regression [21, 43] and binning method such as histogram binning and Bayesian binning [24, 42] are examples of non-parametric approaches. A recent work by Mukhoti et al. [22] proposed to address the overconfidence issues of deep models.

To the best of our knowledge, there are limited work that studies the ranking calibration problem and existing works mainly use the post-processing methods. Tagami et al. [36] used the pairwise squared hinge loss to train an LTR model for ads ranking. It then used Platt-scaling [27] to convert the ranking scores into probabilities. Recently, Chaudhuri et al. [7] compared different post-processing methods to calibrate the outputs of an ordinal regression model, including Platt scaling and isotonic regression.

Our work has several major differences from the existing literature. First, we focus on ranking instead of classification, whose differences are discussed in the previous section. Second, our methods are integrated into ranking function training and do not need an extra post-processing step. Besides being operationally beneficial for real-world applications (e.g., simplifying the infrastructure), we show that not handling calibration during model training can cause training instability issues that post-processing methods fail to fix. This phenomenon has been largely ignored in the literature. Third, the few ranking calibration papers only studied shallow models. We focus on deep ranking models that are ubiquitous nowadays, and all our methods are end-to-end differentiable.
We show that more effective (in terms of ranking metrics) ranking losses, including pairwise and listwise ones, are not scale calibrated due to their translation invariance property:

3.2 Translation-Invariant Ranking Losses

3.1 Scale Calibrated Losses

We formally define scale calibrated losses and show that popular pointwise losses are calibrated.

Definition 1. A ranking scoring function $s$ is scale calibrated if there exists a monotonic function $f$ such that for the marginal conditional distribution on $Y|x_q$ of a given distribution on $(X, Y)$, the value of $f(s_j(x_q, \Theta))$ for any candidate $i$ equals to the expectation of $Y_i$, i.e., $f(s_j(x_q, \Theta)) = E_{Y|x_q}[Y_i]$.

Definition 2. A loss function $\ell$ is a scale calibrated loss if the scores that minimize the loss are scale calibrated.

In the popular pointwise losses, each score is directly anchored to its label. For example, the mean squared loss (MSE), typically used for real-valued labels, is

$$\ell^{\text{MSE}}(y_q, s_q) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \in D_q} (y_i - s_i)^2. \quad (2)$$

The score $s_i$ is anchored to $y_i \in \mathbb{R}$. On the other hand, the logistic loss (LogLoss) typically used for binary labels is

$$\ell^{\text{LogLoss}}(y_q, s_q) = -\sum_{i \in D_q} [y_i \ln(\sigma(s_i)) + (1 - y_i) \ln(1 - \sigma(s_i))] \quad (3)$$

where $\sigma(s_i)$ is the sigmoid function and $y_i \in \{0, 1\}$ is the binary label. $s_i$ is a monotonic function and anchored to $y_i$.

It’s obvious to show that both MSE and LogLoss are scale calibrated losses. Assume that we draw $n_i$ samples of document $i$ with $y_i^{(k)} \sim Y_i$ as the $k$-th label sample. It can be seen that MSE loss is minimized when $s_i = \sum_k y_i^{(k)}/n_i$ and LogLoss is minimized when $\sigma(s_i) = \sum_k y_i^{(k)}/n_i$, the empirical expectation of $Y_i$.

3.2 Translation-Invariant Ranking Losses

We show that more effective (in terms of ranking metrics) ranking losses, including pairwise and listwise ones, are not scale calibrated due to their translation invariance property:

Definition 3. A ranking loss $\ell$ is invariant to a transformation $T' : s_i \rightarrow s_i'$ where $s_i' \neq s_i$, if

$$\ell(y, s') = \ell(y, s). \quad (4)$$

Proposition 4. A loss $\ell$ that is invariant to a transformation is not scale calibrated.

Definition 5. As a special case, the global translation transforms scores by adding a constant term, i.e., $s_i' = s_i + w$, with $w \neq 0$. A loss function that is invariant to this transformation is called translation-invariant.

In ranking problems, the ranks of candidate documents, achieved by the sort function, are invariant to any transformation that preserves the order of the scores. Many pairwise and listwise ranking losses that approximate the ranks are thus invariant to some transformations. Especially, the commonly used ranking losses below are translation-invariant.

- The pairwise RankNet loss [4]:

$$\ell^{\text{RankNet}}(y_q, s_q) = -\sum_{i \in D_q} \sum_{j \in D_q, j \neq i} \left[ y_i > y_j \ln \frac{\exp(s_i)}{1 + \exp(s_i)} \right] \quad (5)$$

- The listwise softmax loss [1, 26]:

$$\ell^{\text{Softmax}}(y_q, s_q) = -\sum_{i \in D_q} y_i \ln \frac{\exp(s_i)}{\sum_{j \in D_q} \exp(s_j)} \quad (6)$$

- The listwise ApproxNDCG loss [29]:

$$\ell^{\text{NDCG}}(y_q, s_q) = -\frac{1}{\text{DCG}_{\text{ideal}}} \sum_{i \in D_q} \left[ \frac{2^{y_i} - 1}{\log_2(1 + r_i(s_q))} \right] \quad (7)$$

where $\beta$ is the smoothing parameter. In these popular ranking losses, scores always appear in the paired form of $s_i - s_j$ or $s_j - s_i$. So when a constant $w$ is added to each score $s_i' = s_i + w$, the losses stay invariant:

$$\ell((s_i')_j) = \ell^{\text{paired}}((s_i' - s_j), (s_i - s_j)) = \ell^{\text{paired}}((s_i - s_j)) = \ell(s_i). \quad (8)$$

Many other ranking losses, such as BoltzRank [37], also have the same translation-invariant property.

3.3 Training Instability

As a result, scorers trained with these ranking losses are poorly calibrated. As shown in Fig. 1, such properties can cause training instability issues, where the average score goes to either positive or negative infinity as the training proceeds, which we formalize as:

Proposition 6. A ranking model trained with a loss $\ell$ that protects translation invariance diverges indefinitely in continuous training. More specifically, as training steps goes to infinity, $t \rightarrow \infty$, the model predictions diverge with $|s| \rightarrow \infty$.

As a result of the proposition, severe numerical failures may arise as training continues when the absolute values of scores become numerically much larger than the typical difference between scores. This potentially causes the ranking model to collapse, especially for large ranking models that need long time to converge or trained in the continual learning framework [25], both of which are common
in practice nowadays. Apparently, such an issue cannot be fixed by the post-processing methods such as Platt-scaling [27].

Please note that score divergence is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for score un-calibration. We highlight the issue in this paper as it allows theoretical analysis and is easily reproducible in our production systems. Our proposed methods are not limited to fixing this issue. See more discussions in Sec. 6.

4 CALIBRATED RANKING LOSSES

In this section, we propose three different methods to calibrate the ranking models by calibrated ranking losses. Our goal is to preserve the high ranking quality of ranking losses while achieving scale calibration. The main idea is to explore the one degree of freedom of the scores resulted from their translation-invariance and add proper constraints to make them calibrated.

4.1 The Multi-Objective Method

Our first method is to combine a translation-invariant ranking loss and a calibrated regression loss:

$$L^{\text{MultiObj}}(\Theta) = \alpha L_{\text{rank}}(y_{\text{rank}}, s) + (1 - \alpha) L_{\text{reg}}(y_{\text{reg}}, s),$$

where the ranking loss weight $\alpha \in (0, 1)$. Here we use $s_{\text{reg}}$ to refer to losses and labels in calibrated regression losses, such as Eqs. (2) and (3), and $s_{\text{rank}}$ for uncalibrated ranking losses, such as Eqs. (5), (6) and (7). The multi-objective method results in a direct tradeoff between the ranking loss and the regression loss.

4.2 The Multi-Task Method

Another practical method for deep models is to use the multi-task learning [6, 34]. In this method, we have two output layers after the DNN hidden layers: one as the main output that serves the model predictions and the other as an auxiliary task that outputs ranking scores and is only used during model training. In this way, the main output is always calibrated, while at the same time, the ranking gradients from the ranking loss back-propagate to the shared layers so that the model can push the shared layers towards optimizing for ranking quality.

Formally, a multi-task scorer can be defined as

$$s(x; \Theta, \theta_{\text{reg}}, \theta_{\text{rank}}) : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow (\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R})^n$$

where $\Theta$ are model parameters shared by the two outputs, $\theta_{\text{reg}}$ are parameters of the main output layer and $\theta_{\text{rank}}$ are of the ranking output layer. The total loss on the multi-task head can be written as

$$L^{\text{MultiTask}}(\Theta, \theta_{\text{reg}}, \theta_{\text{rank}}) = \alpha L_{\text{rank}}(y_{\text{rank}}, s_{\text{rank}}) + (1 - \alpha) L_{\text{reg}}(y_{\text{reg}}, s_{\text{reg}}),$$

where again we have the ranking loss weight $\alpha \in (0, 1)$.

4.3 The Reference-based Method

Finally, we introduce a novel reference-based method to derive calibrated ranking losses. Similar to Platt scaling [27], we want to fit the global translation degree of freedom of ranking losses. The difference is that we tune the global shift to optimize the scale calibration in the model training process, but not a post-processing step. We can achieve this goal with the following trick: in addition to the $n$ candidate documents with predicted ranking scores $s_i$ and labels $y_i$, we add a virtual candidate with a fixed ranking score 0 and label $y_0$. $y_0$ is a global tunable parameter and serves as a reference for calibration.

Using the softmax loss as an example, by adding the virtual candidate as the reference, we get the calibrated softmax loss as follows:

$$\ell^{\text{CalSoftmax}} = \ell_{\text{Softmax}}((y_q, y_0), (s_q, 0)) = -\sum_{i \in D_q} y_i s_i + \left(\sum_{i \in D_q} y_i \ln \left(1 + \sum_{j \in D_q} \exp(s_j)\right)\right).$$

Our reference-based method can be extended to other ranking losses easily. Consider the pairwise RankNet loss [4] - if we introduce an anchor candidate with label $y_0$ to a queried, the calibrated RankNet loss is then equivalent to the multi-objective method with an additional LogLoss on each real candidate, and those with label $y_i > y_0$ are treated as positive samples while those with $y_i < y_0$ are taken as negative. The loss boils down to the standard LogLoss when we choose $y_0 \rightarrow 0_+$, as

$$\ell^{\text{CalRankNet}} = -\sum_{i \in q} y_i \ln \left(\frac{\exp(s_i)}{\exp(s_i) + \exp(s_j)}\right) - \sum_{i \in q} y_i \ln \left(\frac{\exp(s_j)}{\exp(s_i) + \exp(s_j)}\right) = \ell_{\text{RankNet}} + \ell_{\text{LogLoss}} |y_0|$$

In this paper, we focus on the listwise softmax loss due to its effectiveness [31] and use the calibrated softmax loss to represent the reference-based method. For the calibrated softmax loss, we have the following theoretical property.

**Proposition 7.** Given the scores that minimize the calibrated softmax loss, any global translation of them leads to increased loss. Furthermore, the calibrated softmax loss is a scale calibrated loss.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We validate our proposed methods on several datasets under various settings, including ranking with logistic prediction on binary
labeled datasets and regression prediction on real-valued datasets. We want to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: Are the proposed methods able to produce good ranking performance as well as robust scale calibration?
- **RQ2**: Do the proposed methods generalize to different ranking labels and calibration tasks, including binary and real-valued labels?
- **RQ3**: Are the proposed methods able to prevent training instability that post-processing methods fail to fix?
- **RQ4**: How do our proposed methods perform on real-world production systems?
- **RQ5**: What are the behaviors of the three proposed methods, and which one should practitioners choose?

### 5.1 Datasets

We use two popular public learning-to-rank datasets, Web30K and Istella, and a real-world ads ranking dataset from Google sponsored search system. For Web30K and Istella, besides studying regression calibration on real-valued labels, we also study logistic calibration by binarizing the labels (positive values as 1 and the rest as 0).

**Web30K** [28] is a public learning-to-rank dataset where the 31531 queries are split into training, validation, and test partitions with 18919, 6306, and 6306 queries respectively. There are on average about 119 candidate documents associated with each query. Each document is represented by 136 numerical features and graded with a 5-level relevance label. The percentages of documents with relevance label equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are about 51.4%, 32.5%, 13.4%, 1.9%, and 0.8%.

**Istella** LETOR full dataset [9] is a public learning-to-rank dataset composed of 33018 queries, with 20901, 2318, and 9799 queries respectively in training, validation, and test partitions. The candidate list to each query is with on average 316 documents, and each document is represented by 220 numerical features. The graded relevance judgments also vary from 0 to 4 but with a skewed distribution: 96.3% for 0s, 0.8% for 1s, 1.3% for 2s, 0.9% for 3s, and 0.7% for 4s.

**Sponsored Search** is a proprietary ads ranking dataset at Google. The labels used in our experiments are binary user clicks. The system employs a continuous training framework, with a huge number of queries per second. Our experiments are conducted on 5 months of data in this paper.

### 5.2 Experiment Setup

Different applications may rank candidate documents based on different utilities (such as CTR, relevance, or watch time), and need the scores to be calibrated in different manners. In this paper, we study the ranking and score calibration in the following two ways when we have the flexibility to do so (i.e., on Web30K and Istella datasets): (1) In the **regression ranking and calibration** task, the goal is to achieve good ranking performance while correctly predicting the numeric relevance label; (2) In the **logistic ranking and calibration** task, the goal is to achieve good ranking performance while correctly predicting the logits to the binary relevance labels (labels 1, 2, 3, 4 as 1 and label 0 as 0). For the sponsored search dataset, we only focus on the logistic ranking and calibration task given user clicks.

**Metrics.** For ranking performance on public datasets, we adopt the popular NDCG@10 as the evaluation metric. Other ranking metrics such as NDCG@5 are consistent. Higher NDCG values indicate better ranking. Besides ranking metrics, we also care about calibration performance. For regression ranking and calibration, we use the mean squared error (MSE) as the evaluation metric, measuring the discrepancy between predicted scores and real-valued labels. For logistic ranking and calibration, we use logistic loss (LogLoss) as the metric to measure the discrepancy between predicted click probabilities and binary labels. Lower MSE and LogLoss values indicate better calibration performance. In addition, we consider the Empirical Calibration Error (ECE) [23] as a universal metric of calibration for both regression and logistic tasks. This metric is commonly used in uncertainty calibration. For ranking scale calibration, we divide ranking documents in each query into M bins after we sort them by the model predictions, and compute the ECE by

\[
ECE = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{q \in Q} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \frac{|B_m|}{D_q} \left| \frac{1}{|B_m|} \sum_{i \in B_m} y_i - \frac{1}{|B_m|} \sum_{i \in B_m} f(s_i) \right|.
\]

In this work, we use \( M = 10 \) bins with each bin containing approximately the same number of documents with successive predictions. Finally, by taking the last N (e.g., 100) evaluation points on the score-step plot such as in Fig. 1, and making a linear fit, we define stability by comparing the delta between two end points of the linear fit with the mean residual of the fit: if the former is greater, we mark the training as not stable. This metric indicates the convergence of the training course, see Fig. 1 for examples of stable vs unstable training curves.

For the sponsored search dataset, we report metrics that are used by the production team. The pCTR is computed as the sigmoid of the output logits and used to compute calibration metrics. Area Under the Curve (AUC) is computed per query and then averaged over all queries to measure ranking quality.

**Comparing Methods.** The focus of this paper is on the loss function, thus all compared methods on each dataset share the same model architecture. For Web30K and Istella datasets, the neural ranking model contains three layers with 1024, 512, 256 hidden units respectively. In addition, we apply the log1p input transformations, batch normalization, and dropout [31]. Hyperparameters including learning rate, batch normalization momentum, dropout rate, \( \alpha \), and \( y_0 \) are tuned for each method when applicable to the validation set.

On the public LTR datasets, for the logistic ranking and calibration task, our baseline includes the pointwise logistic loss ("Pointwise Logistic"), which is the norm in the field. For the regression ranking and calibration task, our baseline includes the pointwise mean square loss ("Pointwise Regression"). For both tasks, we also compare with ranking models that use the listwise softmax loss ("Softmax"), and softmax loss with the post-processing method Platt scaling ("Softmax-Platt"). To the best of our knowledge, Platt scaling is still the most popular and effective calibration method [7, 36] in terms of performance. However, being a post-processing method, it is highly non-trivial to migrate it to large-scale stream learning systems. Our methods can address such constraints without sacrificing ranking performance. We mainly study the listwise softmax loss due to its ranking effectiveness [31].
Table 1: Comparisons on the logistic ranking and calibration task. Bold numbers are the best in each column. Up arrow “↑” and down arrow “↓” indicate statistical significance with p-value=0.01 of better and worse performance than the baseline “Softmax-Platt”, respectively. Check mark “✓” indicates stability, and cross mark “✗” for instability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Web30K</th>
<th>Istella</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NDCG@10</td>
<td>LogLoss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointwise Logistic</td>
<td>0.4566↑</td>
<td>0.5864↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>0.5002</td>
<td>2.6648↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax-Platt</td>
<td>0.5002</td>
<td>0.6175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiObj</td>
<td>0.4971↓</td>
<td>0.6013↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiTask</td>
<td>0.4952↓</td>
<td>0.6019↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibrated Softmax</td>
<td>0.5014↑</td>
<td>0.6265↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparisons on the regression ranking and calibration task. Bold numbers are the best in each column. Up arrow “↑” and down arrow “↓” indicate statistical significance with p-value=0.01 of better and worse performance than the baseline “Softmax-Platt”, respectively. Check mark “✓” indicates stability, and cross mark “✗” for instability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Web30K</th>
<th>Istella</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NDCG@10</td>
<td>MSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointwise Regression</td>
<td>0.4956↑</td>
<td>0.5456↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>0.5002</td>
<td>6.73×10↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax-Platt</td>
<td>0.5002</td>
<td>0.5534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiObj</td>
<td>0.4977↓</td>
<td>0.5706↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiTask</td>
<td>0.5005</td>
<td>0.5411↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibrated Softmax</td>
<td>0.5010↑</td>
<td>0.5587↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We evaluate all our three proposed methods: (1) the multi-objective method in Eq. (9) (“MultiObj”), where we combine softmax loss with the corresponding pointwise loss. (2) The multi-task method in Eq. (10) (“MultiTask”), where we use an auxiliary softmax head during training to compliment the pointwise loss. (3) The calibrated softmax loss method in Eq. (11) (“Calibrated Softmax”).

For the sponsored search dataset for ads ranking, our baseline is the production deep model at the time of our development. The baseline is quite sophisticated in terms of model architecture (e.g., leveraging techniques such as [38]). However, it uses the pointwise logistic loss. The system employs continual training to handle the huge data volume and adapt to the fast-changing environment. For our experiments, we only change the loss function and keep everything else fixed. We implemented the original uncalibrated softmax loss as another baseline. We were able to test the multi-objective method as the treatment and did not test the other methods due to resource constraints.

5.3 Results on the Public LTR Datasets

The main results are shown in Table 1 and 2, for the logistic and regression tasks, respectively. We emphasize that the goal of this paper is not to get better ranking metrics, but to achieve both strong ranking and calibration metrics. We can make the following observations:

- The pointwise baselines (Pointwise Logistic and Pointwise Regression) can get very good calibration performance, but their ranking performance is much inferior to other methods that involve listwise ranking losses. Such observations coincide with the vast LTR research literature.

- Our three proposed methods are stable and are able to generate both strong ranking performance and calibration performance, which answers positively to RQ1. We highlight that the calibrated softmax method tend to achieve the best ranking performance and as good calibration performance as the pointwise baselines among all methods. Furthermore, the behaviors are pretty consistent across different tasks and datasets, which answers positively to RQ2.

- The Softmax baseline can produce strong ranking performance, but is completely unstable and uncalibrated. This verifies our analysis of the uncalibration issue of advanced ranking losses and explains why they are not applicable to some applications that requires calibrated scores.

- Softmax-Platt can generate good performance on both fronts. However, it does not resolve the instability issue of the softmax loss. As a result, this baseline may fail in real-world large-scale learning systems with large amount of data and trained continuously as we will show in Sec. 5.4.

- Importantly, for each configuration, at least one of our models is more competitive than the Softmax-Platt baseline. For example, for Istella dataset, Calibrated Softmax has neutral ranking performance and better calibration performance than Softmax-Platt.

We further analyze the behaviors of the three proposed methods in terms of their trade-offs between the ranking performance (measured by NDCG@10) and the calibration performance (measured by MSE or LogLoss). The results are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for the logistic and regression tasks. Each method has several points
in the plot as we vary $\alpha$ or $y_0$. The settings that were reported in Table 1 and 2 are shown in bold symbols.

We can observe that the three proposed methods have different behaviors: (1) the scattered points of the multi-objective method form a tradeoff frontier and span over a wide range in terms of ranking and calibration performance. (2) The scattered points of the multi-task method stay tightly on the high calibration metrics end. (3) The scattered points of the calibrated softmax loss stay tightly on the high ranking metrics end. These behaviors provide guidance to practitioners and answers RQ5: Depending on the business needs, practitioners can bias towards one of them (e.g., prefer calibrated softmax loss if ranking performance is more important), or simply tune the multi-objective method as it provides a more flexible set of solutions to choose from. We provide a more in-depth analysis on the sensitivity of $\alpha$ and $y_0$ in Supplement Sec. S.1.

5.4 Results on the Sponsored Search Dataset
As mentioned in the experiment setup, we further evaluate the multi-objective method on one of the world’s largest ads ranking system at Google. It is a sponsored search application where pCTR prediction is required to calculate costs for the advertisers. The strong production baseline uses the calibrated pointwise logistic loss, and we also compare with the original listwise softmax as an uncalibrated ranking loss. In our multi-objective method, we combine softmax as the ranking loss with pointwise logistic loss.

Table 3: Relative percentage difference of the average pCTR (for calibration) and AUC (for ranking quality) of different methods relative to the Pointwise Logistic baseline after training on 5 months of data in the Sponsored Search dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>pCTR</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Calibration</th>
<th>Stability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pointwise Logistic</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>-99.6%</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax-Platt</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiObj (Ours)</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>+0.9%</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all these methods, we follow the production setting and train them continuously over the last 5 months of data. We compare the results in Table 3. Note that for proprietary reasons, we only report relative numbers to the production baseline (“Pointwise Logistic”) with respect to the average pCTR for scale calibration and AUC for ranking quality. A 0.5% improvement in AUC has very significant effect on core business metrics, and any noticeable difference in pCTR calibration is not acceptable.

From this table, we can see that when the model is trained with softmax loss only, the pCTR values deviated from the Pointwise Logistic baseline noticeably and thus are not applicable. Moreover, we can see a degradation in terms of the ranking quality measured with AUC in the model trained with softmax loss, due to the model instability caused by translation-invariance after training for a long
time. Softmax with Platt scaling can not recover from such training failures. Also note that we conducted Platt scaling offline, and it is non-trivial to add an extra post-processing logic into the actual continual learning and serving system. Finally, when our calibrated ranking loss (MultiObj) is applied, we find that both the pCTR is well calibrated and ranking quality is significantly better than the baseline. The proposed method has been successfully deployed into the production system with consistent gains for online metrics. These results show the practical value of our proposed method and answer positively to RQ3 and RQ4.

6 DISCUSSION

We note that score divergence is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for score un-calibration. We have tested L2 regularization on model weights as an intuitive way to reduce score value divergence, however, (1) adding L2 regularization alone will not achieve calibration (without post-processing), (2) blindly constraining score scale can hurt ranking performance. Our methods provide principled ranking specific approaches to provide both robust ranking and calibration performance.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we first showed that commonly used ranking losses are translation-invariant. Such a property makes ranking models trained with advanced ranking losses suffer from a global score translation. It leads to uncalibrated model outputs and limits applying advanced ranking models to a wide range of real-world applications where scale calibrated scores are required. Furthermore, this global translation can lead to numeric instability in practice. We then presented three different methods to calibrate deep ranking models directly without requiring post-processing, and show they have different trade-off properties, so practitioners can choose among them depending on business needs. We compare them with baselines on both public LTR datasets and a large-scale online ads ranking application. Our experiments show that our proposed formulations are the first in the literature to be very effective in both ranking and scale calibration, while being stable.

A PROOFS

Proof of Proposition 4. A loss ℓ is invariant to a transformation $T_w : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, where w is a transformation parameter that specifies one-to-one map $T_w$. $(s_j)$ is the set of ranking scores that will minimize the loss. Assume the loss is calibrated, there exist a one-to-one map f so that $\mathbb{E}[f(s_i)] = \mathbb{E}[y_i]$ for any i. At the same time, $(T_w(s_j))$ also minimize the loss according to the definition and thus satisfies $\mathbb{E}[f(T_w(s_j))] = \mathbb{E}[y_i]$. As both f and $T_w$ are one-to-one maps or bijections, we have $T_w(\mathbb{E}[y_i]) = \mathbb{E}[y_i]$, or $T_w$ can only be a bijection onto itself for any w, which contradicts with the condition. So the assumption that the loss is calibrated does not hold.

Proof of Proposition 6. We start with the standard gradient descent. At step t, all queries in $Q$ are used to compute the gradient of each parameter $\theta_{at}$:

$$\Delta \theta^{(t)}_{at} = -\lambda \sum_{q \in Q} \sum_{i : \hat{y}_i \neq y_i} \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^{(t)}_i}{\partial \theta_{at}} = -\lambda \mathcal{L}^{(t)}_i \cdot g^{(t)} \cdot y_i \cdot \exp(s_j)/(1 + \sum_j \exp(s_j))$$

where $\lambda$ is the learning rate, $S_{at} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x}$ is a $P \times N$ matrix, $g_i = \frac{\partial}{\partial t}$ is the loss gradient on the score of document i, and $g^{(t)}$ is an N-dim vector of gradients, and the dot product is to sum over all documents in $\Psi$. The corresponding score changes in step t are

$$\Delta s^{(t)}_i = \sum_{\alpha} \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}^{(t)}_i}{\partial \alpha} \Delta \alpha^{(t)}_{\alpha} = -\lambda (S^{(t)}_i \cdot g^{(t)} \cdot y_i)$$

where notation $\cdot T$ is the transpose of the matrix or vector. The corresponding loss changes by

$$\Delta \mathcal{L}^{(t)} = \sum_{q \in Q} \sum_{i : \hat{y}_i \neq y_i} \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \theta_{at}} \Delta \theta^{(t)}_{at} = -\lambda \sum_{\alpha} S^{(t)}_i \cdot g^{(t)} \cdot y_i \cdot \exp(s_j)/(1 + \sum_j \exp(s_j))$$

In the vicinity of the optimum, $g^{(t)}$ converges to $g$ and $\Delta \mathcal{L}^{(t)} = 0$. We thus have $S^{(t)}_i \cdot g = 0$ and $\Delta \theta^{(t)} = 0$. In other words, the model scores are converging to a stationary point in the training.

In practice, we apply stochastic gradient descent with mini-batch of training query set $B(t)$, instead of $Q$, summed in each step in Eq. (14). Let’s say it takes $t+1$ steps to finish an epoch, meaning $Q = \bigcup_{t=t_0}^{t_0+t} B(t)$. Then the total change of scores,

$$\Delta s^{(t_0+t)} = \sum_{t=t_0}^{t_0+t} \Delta s^{(t)} = -\lambda \sum_{t=t_0}^{t_0+t} (S^{(t)}_i \cdot g^{(t)} \cdot y_i)$$

In the vicinity of the optimum, we will have

$$\Delta \mathcal{L}^{(t_0+t)} = \sum_{q \in Q} \sum_{i : \hat{y}_i \neq y_i} \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \theta_{at}} \Delta \theta^{(t)}_{at} = -\lambda \sum_{\alpha} S^{(t)}_i \cdot g^{(t)} \cdot y_i \cdot \exp(s_j)/(1 + \sum_j \exp(s_j))$$

Deep neural network models are in general nonlinear, so that $S^{(t)} \neq S^{(t')}$ if $t \neq t'$. So we can no longer derive constraint $S^{(t)} \cdot g^{(t)} = 0$ from Eq. (15), nor the condition $\Delta \theta^{(t)} = 0$. To satisfy constraint Eq. (15), we must have total change $\Delta \theta$ perpendicular to $g$ independent of parameter. For the ranking losses discussed above, the global translation $\Delta s = w$ invariance offers a non-trivial solution for the constraint. In fact, the global translation speed w is a measure of the curvature near the local optimum of the nonlinear model, which is nontrivial in general. So in most practical situations, one will find that ranking scores do not converge. They may move at a constant rate to positive or negative infinity in the training course, as shown in Fig. 1 for the three ranking losses.

Proof of Proposition 7. We can prove the first part of this proposition. For a list of scores $s$ that minimizes the calibrated softmax loss, a small global translation w leads to:

$$\ell' = \ell + \frac{1}{2} \left( y_0 + \sum_{i \neq q} \frac{\sum_{j \neq q} \exp(s_j)}{1 + \sum_{j \neq q} \exp(s_j)} \right)^2 w^2 + o(w^2)$$

where the notation $o(\cdot)$ denotes that the remaining quantity is negligible when w is small. Therefore, the calibrated softmax loss will be stable to the global translation and the average score converges to a constant.

We can now prove that the calibrated softmax loss is a calibrated loss. It’s easy to show that at the optimum of the calibrated softmax loss, the softmax probability for document i converges to

$$p_i = \frac{\exp(s_i)}{1 + \sum_{j \neq q} \exp(s_j)} = \frac{y_i}{y_0 + \sum_j y_j}.$$
Normalization of the probability indicates that \( y_0 e^{s_0} = y_1 e^{s_1} \). Therefore, we can define a one-to-one mapping function \( f(s) = y_0 e^{s_0} \) so that \( f(s) = \mathbb{E}[y] \) calibrates the ranking scores \( s_i \) with the corresponding labels \( y_i \).
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**SUPPLEMENT**

**S.1 Impacts of $\alpha$ and $y_0$**

In this supplement section, we give an in-depth analysis on the effects of the parameters $\alpha$ and $y_0$ to get a deeper understanding of the three proposed methods. The results are illustrated in Figure S1 for the Web30K dataset. The main observations are summarized as follows:

- When we increase the ranking loss weight $\alpha$ in the multi-objective method, the calibration metrics decrease monotonically and ranking metric increases monotonically till an optimal value $\alpha^*$. It saturates and fluctuates thereafter.
- We observe a similar decrease in the calibration metrics when we increase the ranking loss head weight $\alpha$ in the multi-task method, but the range decreased is much narrower compared to the multi-objective method. As the main head is always directly trained with the regression loss, the calibration performance is much more preserved when more weight is added to the ranking head.
- One interesting observation in the multi-task method is that the calibration performance may not always compete with the ranking performance. This may attribute to the additional freedom in the multi-task method.
- In the models trained with the calibrated softmax loss, we find that the calibration metrics are non-monotonic in terms of the anchor label $y_0$. Also, in a wide proximity of $y_0$ that optimizes the calibration metrics, the ranking performance is nearly insensitive to the change of $y_0$ and is approximately the best ranking performance achieved.

---

**Figure S1**: NDCG@10, -LogLoss, and -MSE vs relative ranking weight $\alpha/(1 - \alpha)$ for multi-objective and multi-task methods and vs $y_0$ for calibrated softmax loss on Web30K. All three metrics are the higher the better.